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Document Conventions
To aid the reader’s understanding, a consistent formatting style has been used
throughout this document. The list below describes the syntax conventions used
for both the CPF and 1801 constructs.

Courier New font

Text representing 1801 and CPF constructs and
example code.

literal

Non-italic words indicate keywords that must be typed
literally. These keywords represent command or
argument names.

argument_value

Words in italics indicate user-defined arguments for
which you must substitute a name or a value.

|

Vertical bars (OR-bars) separate possible choices for a
single argument.

[]

Brackets denote optional arguments.

{}

Braces denote an argument list.

*

The preceding argument may be repeated.

Blue text

Command or argument is not recommended

Orange text

Command or argument is partially interoperable

Red text

Command or argument is non-interoperable
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1 Introduction
This document describes the interoperable subset of commands between the two
low power formats IEEE Std 1801™-2009 (hereafter referred to as “1801”) and
the Si2 Common Power Format Specification™ V1.1 (hereafter referred to as
“CPF”).
Most 1801 and CPF commands are at least partially interoperable, although
some are not.
Interoperable commands and arguments do not always have a one-to-one
correspondence in both formats. The mapping between 1801 and CPF may
depend upon the arguments used or a particular combination of commands
and/or arguments.
Most of the chapters in this document explore the interoperability of the listed
1801 commands in detail, organized by concept such as power domain, power
state or mode, isolation, etc. There is one chapter per low power concept.
Appendix A contains quick-reference tables that present a general summary of
the information presented in the chapters.

1.1 Objectives
The primary objective of this document is to provide guidance to facilitate
interoperability between IEEE 1801-2009 and CPF 1.1 to support multi-vendor
tool flows.
To achieve the goal, this document identifies a subset of commands and
arguments between 1801 and CPF that can be used to describe a low power
design with consistent semantics to drive verification and implementation.
The combination of this document and the SI2 LPC Glossary 1.1 provides a
complete and in-depth understanding of the key commonalities and differences
between the two power formats.
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1.2 Target Audience
This document is intended for system architects, RTL designers, verification
engineers, logic and physical implementation engineers or anyone who is
interested in creating low power design intent to drive a mixed format low power
design flow.

1.3 Interoperability Considerations
To enhance interoperability, the following general rules should be considered
when coding power intent in 1801:
•

Use the supply set concept introduced in 1801, instead of individual power
and ground nets, to specify power domains and power state tables.

•

Do not use arguments that are considered non-interoperable in this
document.

•

Be careful when using arguments that are considered partially interoperable
in this document. Check the document to understand the exact conditions or
scenarios in which the argument is considered interoperable.

•

Every 1801 supply set should be the primary supply set for at least one power
domain to ensure an unambiguous mapping between an 1801 supply set and
a CPF power domain.

1.4 Future Works
The current version of this document does not describe the subset of CPF
commands that are interoperable with 1801. This will be covered in future
releases of this document.
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2 Power Domain
2.1 create_supply_set set_name
In 1801, a supply set is an abstract model of a set of supply nets. This is very
close to the CPF power domain concept, which is also an abstract model of a set
of physical supply nets.
In 1801, each power domain is associated with a unique primary supply.
Similarly, each power domain in CPF must be associated with one unique set of
supply nets. However, 1801 allows some supply sets to be defined without being
associated with any power domains. To improve interoperability when coding
with the 1801 specification, some virtual domains can be created to make sure
each supply set has an associated power domain.

2.1.1 -function {func_name [net_name]}
The net_name can refer to either a virtual or real net in a design.
The func_name defines the functionality of the corresponding net. CPF does not
have a similar way to define a supply net function. However, in CPF, the
functions of different supply nets are explicitly referred to in the
update_power_domain command. The mapping of func_name in 1801 with
CPF supply net definitions in update_power_domain command is shown in
Table 1:
Table 1 1801 - CPF 1.1 supply net functions
1801
func_name

CPF 1.1
argument

power

-primary_power_net

ground

-primary_ground_net

pwell

-nmos_bias_net

nwell

-pmos_bias_net

deep_pwell

n/a

deep_nwell

n/a
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There are no corresponding deep_pwell and deep_nwell supply nets in CPF,
and are considered non-interoperable.

2.1.2 -reference_ground supply_net_name
There are no corresponding constructs in CPF. This argument is used to adjust
the voltages of each supply net defined in the supply set. It is considered a noninteroperable argument.

2.1.3 -update
This is not a power intent argument. The semantics can be fully interpreted when
creating a corresponding CPF file for this command.

2.2 create_power_domain domain_name
This command corresponds to the CPF commands:
create_power_domain
update_power_domain

2.2.1 -simulation_only
There is no corresponding construct in CPF. The use of this argument may
cause differences between models verified during simulation and the models
used for implementation. It is considered a non-interoperable argument.

2.2.2 -elements element_list/-exclude_elements
exclude_list
The –elements argument corresponds to the CPF create_power_domain
command argument:
-instances
Even though CPF does not have a corresponding construct for
-exclude_elements, the semantics of how to associate instances to power
domains are the same in both 1801 and CPF. For example, the instances
Si2 Interoperability Guide for Power Format Standards V1.1
Copyright © 2010 by Si2, Inc. All Rights Reserved
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excluded from one power domain must be assigned to another domain. By
including those instances in another domain in CPF, the exclude semantics can
be achieved automatically.
1801 cannot specify pins and ports in –elements. Instead, one of the
commands set_pin_related_supply (8.14) or set_port_attributes
(8.15) can be used to associate a pin or port to a power domain. When
converting from 1801 to CPF, those constructs need to be described using the
CPF create_power_domain command argument:
–boundary_ports

2.2.3 -include_scope
This argument corresponds to the CPF create_power_domain command
argument:
–default

2.2.4 -supply {supply_set_handle [supply_set_ref]}*
This argument corresponds to the CPF update_power_domain command
arguments:
-primary_power_net
-primary_ground_net
-pmos_bias_net
-nmos_bias_net
For non-default domain supply functions such as default_retention and
default_isolation, there are no 1-1 corresponding constructs in the CPF
power domain specification. However, the same information can be expressed in
the 1801 retention or isolation strategy, which does have corresponding CPF
constructs. For details, refer to the
–retention_supply_set of set_retention (4.1.6), and the
–isolation_supply_set of set_isolation (5.1.11).
For interoperability, it is recommended to specify a retention strategy or an
isolation strategy to describe the corresponding supply set.

2.2.5 –scope instance_name
There is no corresponding argument in CPF.
Si2 Interoperability Guide for Power Format Standards V1.1
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There are no special semantics of this argument in 1801. It is considered a noninteroperable argument. However, even if it is used in an 1801 file, it shall be
ignored when generating the corresponding CPF.

2.2.6 -define_func_type {supply_function
{pg_type_list}}*
This argument is an alternative way to describe the same intent as command
connect_supply_set. See connect_supply_set (2.7) for interoperable
details.

2.2.7 -update
This is not a power intent argument. The semantics for this command can be fully
interpreted when creating a corresponding CPF file.

2.3 add_domain_elements domain_name
This is an alternative way to associate instances to a power domain. Even
though there is no corresponding CPF command, the semantics can be fully
described with the following CPF command and argument combination:
create_power_domain -instances

2.3.1 -elements element_list
This argument corresponds to the CPF argument
-instances

2.4 create_composite_domain
composite_domain_name
There are two cases to be considered for this command.
In the first case, the elements of the composite domain are in the same design
scope. In this case, the effect of this command is to merge all subdomains into a
single composite domain. There is no corresponding CPF command for this
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usage, but the semantics can be fully described in CPF by creating a single
power domain that is a merge of all subdomains.
In the second case, the elements of the composite domain are in different design
scopes. In this case, it corresponds to the CPF hierarchical construct
set_instance –domain_mapping
where one or more lower scope power domains are mapped into a higher scope
power domain.

2.4.1 -subdomains subdomain_list
See the command description, above.

2.4.2 -supply {supply_set_handle [supply_set_ref]}*
This argument associates a supply set handle or supply set reference as the
primary supply set to the composite domain. The same information shall be
converted to the primary supply nets of the merged top-level power domain in
CPF.

2.4.3 –update
This is not a power intent argument. The updated information is considered as
part of the complete command.

2.5 associate_supply_set supply_set_ref
This is not a power intent command. This command simply provides a
referencing between a handle and a supply set.

2.5.1 -handle supply_set_handle
In 1801, this links a supply set to a domain or a strategy. All the information can
be fully converted into corresponding CPF constructs. For example, a retention
strategy’s supply set can be mapped into the secondary domain of a retention
rule.

Si2 Interoperability Guide for Power Format Standards V1.1
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1801:
set_retention my_ret –domain PD …
associate_supply_set some_supply_set –handle my_ret.supply
is equivalent to:
set_retention my_ret –domain PD \
–retention_supply_set some_supply_set
CPF:
create_state_retention_rule my_ret –domain PD \
–secondary_domain some_pd
where some_pd is the corresponding domain for the supply set
some_supply_set in 1801.

2.6 set_domain_supply_net domain_name
The new and more flexible commands associate_supply_set (2.5) and
create_supply_set (2.1) are recommended for interoperability.
Example:
1801
create_power_domain myPD …
create_supply_set my_supply_set –function {power vdd} \
–function {ground vss}
associate_supply_set my_supply_set –handle myPD.primary
CPF:
create_power_domain myPD …
update_power_domain –name my PD –primary_power_net vdd \
–primary_ground_net vss

2.7 connect_supply_set supply_set_ref
This command corresponds to the CPF command and arguments:
create_global_connection –net net_name

Si2 Interoperability Guide for Power Format Standards V1.1
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The CPF net_name must be derived from the supply nets associated with the
supply_set_ref.

2.7.1 -connect {supply_function {pg_type_list}}*
This argument defines a connection of a specific supply net of the supply set to a
list of pins with the specified pg_type, which is defined as a Liberty™ attribute in
the technology library definition or an 1801 attribute using
set_port_attributes (8.15).
There is no direct mapping in CPF for the pg_type specification. However, it is
possible to analyze the library to select the pins that are marked with the
corresponding pg_type attribute.
Example:
1801
create_power_domain myPD …
create_supply_set my_supply_set –function { power vdd} \
–function {ground vss}
associate_supply_set my_supply_set –handle myPD.primary
connect_supply_set myPD.primary \
-connect {power {primary_power}}
-connect {ground {primary_ground}}
CPF
create_power_domain myPD …
update_power_domain –name my PD –primary_power_net vdd \
–primary_ground_net vss
create_global_connection –domain myPD –net vdd \
–pins list_of_primary_power_pins
create_global_connection –domain myPD –net vss \
–pins list_of_primary_ground_pins
where list_of_primary_power_pins/list_of_primary_ground_pins
is a list of all pins that has the pg_type attribute set as the primary_power or
primary_ground.
Note: There is a potential issue when same-named cell pins in a library set are
annotated with different pg_type attributes. In this case, the conversion may
require expanding the pin names per instance to explicitly specify the connection.
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2.7.2 -elements element_list
This argument selects a list of instances or pins for the specified supply
connection. The corresponding CPF command arguments are
–pins
–instances

2.7.3 -exclude_elements exclude_list
There is no direct mapping of this argument in CPF. However, the intent can be
fully translated by combining the information in –elements (2.7.2).

2.7.4 -transitive <TRUE | FALSE>
There is no direct mapping of this argument in CPF. However, the intent can be
fully translated by combining the information in –elements (2.7.2) and
–exclude_elements (2.7.3).

2.8 connect_supply_net net_name
The new and more flexible command connect_supply_set (2.7) is
recommended for interoperability.
This command corresponds to the CPF command:
create_global_connection –net net_name

2.8.1 -ports list
This argument corresponds to the CPF argument
-pins

2.8.2 [-pg_type {pg_type_list element_list}]*
See the description of the –connect argument in connect_supply_set
(2.7.1).
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2.8.3 -vct vct_name
There is no corresponding construct in CPF. It is considered a non-interoperable
argument.

2.8.4 -pins list
This argument corresponds to the CPF argument
-pins

2.8.5 -cells list
The argument selects a list of cells whose corresponding instance pins are
targeted for the specified connection.
Although there are no corresponding constructs in CPF, the semantics can be
translated into the CPF arguments:
–instances
–pins

2.8.6 -domain domain_name
This argument corresponds to the CPF argument
-domain

2.8.7 -rail_connection rail_type
The argument is intended to link the Liberty rail_connection attribute with
1801. However, the attribute was phased out in Liberty, and as a result its usage
is not recommended. It is considered a non-interoperable argument.
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3 Power State/Mode
3.1 add_port_state port_name
This command associates a voltage or off state with a supply port. The new and
more flexible command add_power_state (3.4) is recommended for
interoperability.
This command corresponds to the CPF command
create_nominal_condition
However, multiple add_port_state commands are required to map into a
single nominal condition, since nominal conditions in CPF apply to all defined
supply nets in a power domain (power, ground, nwell, pwell).

3.1.1 -state {name <nom | min max | min nom max | off>}
This argument defines the voltage or off condition of this named state, and
corresponds to these CPF create_nominal_condition arguments:
-voltage float
-ground_voltage float
-pmos_bias_voltage float
-nmos_bias_voltage float
-state {on | off | standby}
Note: the CPF create_nominal_condition command only supports a single
voltage, whereas add_port_state supports a range.

3.2 create_pst table_name
This command creates a power state table and defines the header row. The new
and more flexible command add_power_state (3.4) is recommended for
interoperability.

Si2 Interoperability Guide for Power Format Standards V1.1
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This command is used to define the on/off combinations of the supply ports and
corresponds to the CPF command
create_power_mode

3.2.1 -supplies supply_list
This argument defines the order-dependent list of supply ports that will
correspond to port states in the power supply table populated by subsequent
calls to add_pst_state. In CPF, the create_power_mode
command associates the nominal conditions with power domains directly using
the '@' symbol in the -domain_conditions argument.

3.3 add_pst_state state_name
This command creates a new row in the power state table. The new and more
flexible command add_power_state (3.4) is recommended for interoperability.

3.3.1 -pst table_name
This argument refers to a previously created PST template.

3.3.2 -state supply_states
This argument corresponds to the CPF create_power_mode command
argument
-domain_conditions
The following example illustrates the mapping of the commands in 1801 to CPF
to describe power states or modes:
1801:
add_port_state VDD -state { ON 1.0 } -state { OFF off }
add_port_state VBAK -state { ON 1.0 } -state { OFF off }
create_pst MAIN_PST
-supplies { VDD VBAK }
add_pst_state ALL_ON -pst MAIN_PST -states { ON ON }
add_pst_state SLEEP -pst MAIN_PST -states { OFF ON }
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CPF:
create_nominal_condition -name ON -voltage 1.0 -state on
create_nominal_condition -name OFF -voltage 0.0 -state off
create_power_mode -name ALL_ON \
–domain_conditions { PD_main@ON PD_keep_alive@ON } -default
create_power_mode -name SLEEP \

-domain_conditions { PD_main@OFF PD_keep_alive@ON }

3.4 add_power_state object_name
This command corresponds to the CPF commands:
create_nominal_condition
create_power_mode
assert_illegal_domain_configurations
create_power_domain
and the power mode control group 1 concept for hierarchical power modes in
CPF.

3.4.1 -state state_name
This argument corresponds to the CPF create_power_mode command
argument:
-name

3.4.2

[-supply_expr {boolean_function}]

This argument can be used to define the voltage value of the supply nets, like the
CPF create_nominal_condition command arguments:
-voltage
-ground_voltage

1

Si2 Common Power Format Specification Version 1.1, p. 63
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-pmos_bias_voltage
-nmos_bias_voltage

3.4.3

[-logic_expr {boolean_function}]

This argument corresponds to the CPF create_power_domain command
arguments:
-active_state_conditions
-shutoff_condition
The -active_state_conditions argument describes the logical expression
that cause the power domain to go into a particular on or standby nominal
condition.
Likewise, the -shutoff_condition argument describes when the power
domain turns off. However, CPF does not have an equivalent semantic for the
interval expression. As a result, only logic expressions that do not use the
interval function are considered interoperable.

3.4.4

[-simstate simstate]

Although CPF does not model simulation semantics directly like 1801, the CPF
create_nominal_condition command argument
-state
can be used to infer the behavior of a power mode in simulation.
Table 2 shows the translation of nominal conditions in CPF to 1801 power
domain simstates:
Table 2 CPF Nominal Conditions to 1801 Simstates
CPF Nominal Condition State

1801 Power Domain Simstate

off

CORRUPT

standby

CORRUPT_ON_ACTIVITY

on

NORMAL
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There are no corresponding nominal condition states for
CORRUPT_STATE_ON_ACTIVITY and CORRUPT_STATE_ON_CHANGE, which are
considered non-interoperable.

3.4.5

[-legal | -illegal]

Legal power states in 1801 correspond to power modes in CPF, which by
definition are the legal power supply configurations for the design. Illegal 1801
power states can be described by the CPF command
assert_illegal_domain_configurations

3.4.6

[-update]

This is not a power intent argument. The semantics for this command can be fully
interpreted when creating a corresponding CPF file.

3.4.7 Example
CPF
create_power_domain -name PD_main -default -shutoff_condition shutoff_VDD \
-external_controlled_shutoff
create_power_domain -name PD_keep_alive -instances { VI_keep_alive }
update_power_domain -name PD_main \
-primary_power_net VDD -primary_ground_net GND
update_power_domain -name PD_keep_alive_main \
-primary_power_net VBAK -primary_ground_net GND
create_nominal_condition -name ON_STATE
-voltage 1.0 -state on
create_nominal_condition -name STANDBY_STATE -voltage 0.7 -state standby
create_nominal_condition -name OFF_STATE
-voltage 0.0 -state off
create_power_mode -name
-conditions
create_power_mode -name
-conditions
create_power_mode -name
-conditions

ALL_ON \
{PD_main@ON_STATE PD_keep_alive@ON_STATE} -default
KEEP_ALIVE \
{PD_main@OFF_STATE PD_keep_alive@ON_STATE}
SLEEP
\
{PD_main@OFF_STATE PD_keep_alive@STANDBY_STATE}

1801 using power states
create_power_domain PD_main
-include_scope
create_power_domain PD_keep_alive -elements { VI_keep_alive }
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# two pairs of supply sets - VDD/GND and VBAK/GND
create_supply_set MAIN_SS
-function {power VDD} -function {ground GND}
create_supply_set KEEP_ALIVE_SS -function {power VBAK} -function {ground GND}
# associate both supply sets with PD_main. This allows us to attach the top-level
# power states to PD_main.
create_power_domain PD_main
-update -supply {primary MAIN_SS} \
-supply {keep_alive KEEP_ALIVE_SS}
create_power_domain PD_keep_alive -update -supply {primary KEEP_ALIVE_SS}
add_power_state MAIN_SS -legal \
-state {ON_MODE -simstate NORMAL
-supply_expr {{VDD == `{FULL_ON, 1.0}} && {GND == `{FULL_ON, 0.0}}}
}\
-state {OFF_MODE -simstate CORRUPT
-supply_expr {{VDD == `{OFF}} || {GND == '{OFF}}}
-logic_expr {shutoff_VDD}
}
add_power_state KEEP_ALIVE_SS -legal \
-state {ON_MODE -simstate NORMAL
-supply_expr {{KEEP_ALIVE == `{FULL_ON, 1.0}} && {GND == `{FULL_ON, 0.0}}}
}\
-state {STANDBY_MODE -simstate CORRUPT_ON_ACTIVITY
-supply_expr {{KEEP_ALIVE == `{STANDBY, 0.7}} && {GND == `{FULL_ON, 0.0}}}
}\
-state {OFF_MODE -simstate CORRUPT
-supply_expr {{KEEP_ALIVE == `{OFF}} || {GND == '{OFF}}}
}
add_power_state PD_main -legal
-state {ALL_ON
-logic_expr
-state {KEEP_ALIVE -logic_expr
-state {SLEEP
-logic_expr

\
{MAIN_SS == ON_MODE && KEEP_ALIVE_SS == ON_MODE}} \
{MAIN_SS == OFF_MODE && KEEP_ALIVE_SS == ON_MODE}} \
{MAIN_SS == OFF_MODE && KEEP_ALIVE_SS == STANDBY_MODE}}

1801 using power states and a virtual top-level power domain
create_power_domain PD_top
-elements {} -simulation_only
create_power_domain PD_main
-include_scope
create_power_domain PD_keep_alive -elements {VI_keep_alive}
# two pairs of supply sets - VDD/GND and VBAK/GND
create_supply_set MAIN_SS
-function {power VDD} -function {ground GND}
create_supply_set KEEP_ALIVE_SS -function {power VBAK} -function {ground GND}
# create a virtual top-level power domain that the top-level power states attach to
create_power_domain PD_top -update -supply {primary
MAIN_SS} \
-supply {keep_alive KEEP_ALIVE_SS}
create_power_domain PD_main -update -supply {primary MAIN_SS}
create_power_domain PD_keep_alive -update -supply {primary KEEP_ALIVE_SS}
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add_power_state MAIN_SS -legal \
-state {ON_MODE -simstate NORMAL
-supply_expr {{VDD == `{FULL_ON, 1.0}} && {GND == `{FULL_ON, 0.0}}}
}\
-state {OFF_MODE -simstate CORRUPT
-supply_expr { {VDD == `{OFF}} || {GND == ‘{OFF}}
-logic_expr {shutoff_VDD}
}
add_power_state VBAK_SS -legal \
-state {ON_MODE -simstate NORMAL
-supply_expr {{VBAK == `{FULL_ON, 1.0}} && {GND == `{FULL_ON, 0.0}}}
}\
-state {STANDBY_MODE -simstate CORRUPT_ON_ACTIVITY
-supply_expr {{VBAK == `{STANDBY, 0.7}} && {GND == `{FULL_ON, 0.0}}}
}\
-state {OFF_MODE -simstate CORRUPT
-supply_expr {{VBAK == `{OFF}} || {GND == '{OFF}}
}
add_power_state PD_top
-state {ALL_ON
-state {KEEP_ALIVE
-state {SLEEP

-legal \
-logic_expr {MAIN_SS == ON_MODE && VBAK_SS == ON_MODE}} \
-logic_expr {MAIN_SS == OFF_MODE && VBAK_SS == ON_MODE}} \
-logic_expr {MAIN_SS == OFF_MODE && VBAK_SS == STANDBY_MODE}}

1801 using a power state table

2

create_power_domain PD_main
-include_scope
create_power_domain PD_keep_alive -elements {VI_keep_alive}
# two pairs of supply sets - VDD/GND and VBAK/GND
create_supply_set MAIN_SS
-function {power VDD} -function {ground GND}
create_supply_set KEEP_ALIVE_SS -function {power VBAK} -function {ground GND}
create_power_domain PD_main
-update -supply { primary MAIN_SS }
create_power_domain PD_keep_alive -update -supply { primary KEEP_ALIVE_SS }
### using psts ###
add_port_state VDD -state {ON_STATE 1.0} -state {OFF_STATE off}
add_port_state VBAK -state {ON_STATE 1.0} -state {OFF_STATE off} –state \
{STANDBY_STATE 0.7}
create_pst MAIN_POWER_STATE_TABLE
-supplies { VDD
VBAK
}
add_pst_state ALL_ON
-pst MAIN_POWER_STATE_TABLE -states { ON_STATE ON_STATE }

2

Using 1801 power states is recommended instead of power state tables for better
interoperability. This example is provided in case compatibility with UPF 1.0 is required.
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add_pst_state KEEP_ALIVE -pst MAIN_POWER_STATE_TABLE -states
add_pst_state SLEEP
-pst MAIN_POWER_STATE_TABLE -states
{ OFF_STATE STANDBY_STATE }

{ OFF_STATE ON_STATE }
\

3.5 describe_state_transition
transition_name
This command is similar to the create_mode_transition command in CPF.
However, because CPF mode transition applies to power modes, and 1801 state
transition applies to power domains, it is considered a non-interoperable
argument.
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4 State Retention
4.1 set_retention retention_name
This command corresponds to the CPF commands:
create_state_retention_rule
update_state_retention_rules

4.1.1 -domain domain_name
This argument corresponds to the CPF create_state_retention_rule
command argument:
-domain

4.1.2

[-elements element_list]

This argument corresponds to the CPF create_state_retention_rule
command argument:
-instances

4.1.3 [-exclude_elements exclude_list]
This argument corresponds to the CPF create_state_retention_rule
command argument:
-exclude

4.1.4 [-retention_power_net net_name]
The more accurate and robust argument –retention_supply_set (4.1.6)
argument should be used for interoperability.
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4.1.5 [-retention_ground_net net_name]
The more accurate and robust argument –retention_supply_set (4.1.6)
should be used for interoperability.

4.1.6 [-retention_supply_set ret_supply_set]
This argument corresponds to the CPF create_state_retention_rule
command argument:
–secondary_domain
where the set of supply nets associated with the secondary domain correspond
to ret_supply_set.

4.1.7

[-no_retention]

This argument has no corresponding CPF constructs. When converting a
retention strategy with this argument into CPF, the selected instances shall be
excluded from any CPF create_state_retention_rule specification.

4.1.8 [-save_signal {{logic_net
<high | low | posedge | negedge>}}]
This argument maps to the CPF create_state_retention_rule command
arguments shown in Table 3.
Table 3 1801 -save_signal Mapping
1801
–save_signal setting
posedge
negedge
high
low

Corresponding CPF
argument
-save_edge
-save_level
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4.1.9 [-restore_signal {{logic_net
<high | low | posedge | negedge>}}]
This argument maps to the CPF create_state_retention_rule command
arguments shown in Table 4.
Table 4 1801 -restore_signal Mapping
1801 –restore_signal
setting
posedge
negedge
high
low

4.1.10

Corresponding CPF
argument
-restore_edge
-restore_level

[-save_condition { { boolean_function } } ]

This argument corresponds to the CPF create_state_retention_rule
command argument:
-save_precondition

4.1.11

[-restore_condition { { boolean_function } }]

This argument corresponds to the CPF create_state_retention_rule
command argument:
-restore_precondition

4.1.12

[-retention_condition { { boolean_function } }]

There is no corresponding construct in CPF. It is considered a non-interoperable
argument.

4.1.13

[-use_retention_as_primary]

By default, the output driver retention logic is powered by the primary supply in
both 1801 and CPF. This argument indicates the output driver is powered by the
retention supply. There is no corresponding construct in CPF. It is considered a
non-interoperable argument.
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4.1.14

[ -parameters {< <RET_SUP_COR | NO_RET_SUP_COR>
| <SAV_RES_COR | NO_SAV_RES_COR> >*}]

CPF simulation semantics match the default 1801 parameter settings of
RET_SUP_COR and SAVE_RES_COR. The NO_RET_SUP_COR and
NO_SAV_RES_COR settings are considered non-interoperable.

4.1.15 [-instance {{instance_name [signal_name]}*}]
This argument is used for power aware simulation of existing state retention logic
in HDL. There are no corresponding CPF constructs. To facilitate interoperability,
the cell must be defined with either the
•

needed retention cell/pin attributes in Liberty, or

•

define_state_retention_cell command in CPF.

4.1.16

[-transitive <TRUE | FALSE>]

There is no direct mapping of this argument in CPF. However, the intent can be
fully translated by combining the information in –elements (4.1.2) and
–exclude_elements (4.1.3).

4.1.17

[-update]

This is not a power intent argument. The semantics for this command can be fully
interpreted when creating a corresponding CPF file.

4.2 set_retention_control retention_name
The more flexible command set_retention (4.1) should be used for
interoperability.
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4.3 set_retention_elements
retention_list_name
This command corresponds to the CPF command:
create_state_retention_rule

4.3.1 {-applies_to <required | not_optional |
not_required | optional>}]
This argument filters out any instances that do not have a UPF_retention
attribute value (from the 1801 set_design_attributes (8.10) command)
consistent with the selected filter choice. The selected instances are included in
the specification of one of the CPF arguments
–instances
–exclude

4.3.2

[-elements element_list]

This argument corresponds to the CPF argument:
-instances

4.3.3 [-exclude_elements exclude_list]
This argument corresponds to the CPF argument:
–exclude

4.3.4 [-retention_purpose <required | optional>]
By default, all instances specified in a CPF retention rule are optional. The
required argument is considered non-interoperable.

4.3.5 [-transitive <TRUE | FALSE>]
There is no direct mapping of this argument in CPF. However, the intent can be
fully translated by combining the information in the CPF arguments:
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–elements
–exclude_elements

4.4 map_retention_cell retention_name_list
This command corresponds to CPF command:
update_state_retention_rules

4.4.1 -domain domain_name
This argument combined with the retention strategy name corresponds to the
retention rule in CPF. The corresponding CPF argument is
-names

4.4.2 [-elements element_list]
There is no corresponding CPF construct. It is considered a non-interoperable
argument since CPF can only give a single implementation instruction to all
elements of a strategy.

4.4.3

[-exclude_elements exclude_list]

There is no corresponding CPF construct. It is considered a non-interoperable
argument since CPF can only give a single implementation instruction to all
elements of a strategy.

4.4.4

[-lib_cells lib_cell_list]

This argument corresponds CPF argument:
–cells

4.4.5 [-lib_cell_type lib_cell_type]
This argument corresponds to the CPF argument:
–cell_type argument
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4.4.6

[-lib_model_name name {-port port_name
net_ref}*]

There is no corresponding CPF construct. It is considered a non-interoperable
argument.
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5 Isolation
5.1 set_isolation isolation_name
This command corresponds to the CPF commands:
create_isolation_rule
update_isolation_rules

5.1.1 -domain ref_domain_name
There is no direct mapping of this argument in CPF. However, the purpose of this
argument is to specify the targeted ports for isolation insertion. The identified
targets can be described in CPF using one or a combination of the
create_isolation_rule command arguments:
-from
-to
-pins

5.1.2 [-elements element_list]
This argument corresponds to the CPF create_isolation_rule command
argument:
-pins

5.1.3 [-source source_supply_ref | -sink
sink_supply_ref | -source source_supply_ref
-sink sink_supply_ref]
Since 1801 associates each power domain with a unique supply set,
-source corresponds to –from
-sink corresponds to –to
of the CPF command create_isolation_rule.
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5.1.4 -applies_to <inputs | outputs | both>]
There is no direct mapping of this argument in CPF. However, the purpose of this
argument is to specify the targeted ports for isolation insertion. The identified
targets can be described in CPF using one or a combination of the
create_isolation_rule command arguments:
-from
-to
-pins

5.1.5 [-applies_to_clamp <0 | 1 | any | Z | latch |
value>]
There is no direct mapping of this argument in CPF. However, the purpose of this
argument is to specify the targeted ports that have the same 1801 port attributes
set for isolation insertion. The identified targets can be described in CPF using
the create_isolation_rule argument:
-pins

5.1.6 [-applies_to_sink_off_clamp <0 | 1 | any | Z |
latch | value>]
There is no direct mapping of this argument in CPF. However, the purpose of this
argument is to specify the targeted ports that have the same 1801 port attributes
set for isolation insertion. The identified targets can be described in CPF using
the following combination of create_isolation_rule arguments:
-pins pin_list –isolation_target to

5.1.7 [-applies_to_source_off_clamp <0 | 1 | any | Z |
latch | value>]
There is no direct mapping of this argument in CPF. However, the purpose of this
argument is to specify the targeted ports that have the same 1801 port attributes
set for isolation insertion. The identified targets can be described in CPF using
the following combination of create_isolation_rule arguments:
-pins pin_list –isolation_target from
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5.1.8 [-isolation_power_net net_name]
This argument is not considered part of the interoperable subset of 1801. The
more accurate and robust argument –isolation_supply_set (5.1.11) should
be used for interoperability.

5.1.9 [-isolation_ground_net net_name]
This argument is not considered part of the interoperable subset of 1801. The
more accurate and robust argument –isolation_supply_set (5.1.11)
should be used for interoperability.

5.1.10 [-no_isolation]
CPF semantics are that isolation logic is inferred if and only if there is some
isolation rule applicable to a domain crossing. There is no direct mapping of this
argument in CPF.
If a target port or crossing has only an isolation strategy specified with
–no_isolation, the corresponding CPF shall not include this port or crossing
in any isolation rule.
If a target port or crossing is covered by both an isolation strategy specified with
–no_isolation and an isolation strategy specified without –no_isolation,
the corresponding CPF shall have those targets described in –exclude for the
corresponding isolation rule.

5.1.11 [-isolation_supply_set supply_set_list]
Since 1801 associates each power domain with a unique supply set, this
argument corresponds to the CPF create_isolation_rule command
argument:
-secondary_domain
However, it is considered non-interoperable if the supply_set_list has more
than one supply set specified. For mapping purposes, only the first supply set will
be used to match a power domain that can be used as the secondary domain
specification for the corresponding CPF isolation rule.
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5.1.12 [-isolation_signal signal_list [
-isolation_sense {<high | low>*}]]
The combination of these two arguments corresponds to the following CPF
create_isolation_rule command argument, which can take a complex
Boolean expression:
-isolation_condition
Typically, each isolation strategy has only one isolation signal specified. If an
isolation strategy has -isolation_supply_set specified with more than one
argument, the isolation signal will take a list of signals corresponding to each
supply set specified. However, it is considered non-interoperable if the
-isolation_supply_set argument specifies more than one supply set. For
mapping purposes, only the first supply set will be used to match a power domain
that can be used as the secondary domain specification for the corresponding
CPF isolation rule.

5.1.13 [-name_prefix string]
This argument corresponds to the CPF update_isolation_rules command
argument:
-prefix

5.1.14 [-name_suffix string]
There is no corresponding argument in CPF. It is considered a non-interoperable
argument.

5.1.15 [-clamp_value {< 0 | 1 | any | Z | latch |
value>*}]
This argument corresponds to the CPF create_isolation_rule command
argument:
–isolation_output
The mapping of the values between the two arguments is shown in
Table 5:
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Table 5 1801 - CPF -clamp_value mapping
1801

CPF 1.1

0

low

1

high

Z

tristate

Latch

hold

Value

low or high
(see Note, below)

There is no corresponding CPF value for the 1801 value ‘any’. It is considered a
non-interoperable argument value. However, for implementation purposes for
tools that convert 1801 into CPF, the corresponding CPF output isolation value
can be considered ‘low’.
Note: The 1801 value ‘value’ can be converted into a bitwise ‘high’ or ‘low’ in
CPF.

5.1.16 [-sink_off_clamp <0 | 1 | any | Z | latch |
value> [simstate_list]]
This argument specifies a clamp value for the isolation strategy. This
corresponds to the CPF create_isolation_rule command argument:
–isolation_output
See
Table 5 for the mapping of argument values and interoperable semantics. When
converting to CPF, this argument also implies that the corresponding CPF
command shall specify
-isolation_target to
The simstate_list argument has no corresponding CPF construct and is
considered non-interoperable.
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5.1.17 [-source_off_clamp <0 | 1 | any | Z | latch |
value> [simstate_list]]
This argument also specifies a clamp value for the isolation strategy. This
corresponds to the CPF create_isolation_rule command argument:
–isolation_output
See
Table 5 for the mapping of argument values and interoperable semantics. When
converting to CPF, this argument also implies that the corresponding CPF
command shall specify ‘
-isolation_target from
The simstate_list argument has no corresponding CPF construct and will be
considered non-interoperable.

5.1.18 [-location <automatic | self | other | fanout |
fanin | faninout | parent | sibling>]
The corresponding CPF argument is one of either
–location
–within_hierarchy
in the update_isolation_rules command. Table 6 shows a mapping of the
1801 -location value to CPF 1.1 arguments:
Table 6 1801 -location to CPF 1.1 mapping
1801

CPF
from, if domain in –domain contains the driving
logic for the applied crossing

Self

to, if domain in –domain contains the
receiving logic for the applied crossing

other

to, if domain in –domain contains the driving
logic for the applied crossing
from, if domain in –domain contains the
receiving logic for the applied crossing
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fanout

to

fanin

from

faninout

to, if the applicable ports are output ports
to, if the applicable ports are input ports

parent

Use –within_hierarchy to specify the logic
hierarchy which matches the ‘parent’
specification in 1801

Because there are no corresponding CPF location values for ‘automatic’ and
‘sibling’ , they are considered non-interoperable.

5.1.19 [-force_isolation]
An 1801 isolation strategy with this argument will simply be considered as an
isolation rule in CPF, since each CPF isolation rule always infers isolation logic.

5.1.20 [-instance {{instance_name port_name}*}]
This argument is used for power aware simulation of existing isolation logic in
HDL. There are no corresponding CPF constructs. To facilitate interoperability,
the cell must be defined with either the
•

needed isolation cell and pin attributes in Liberty, or

•

define_isolation_cell command in CPF.

5.1.21 [-diff_supply_only <TRUE | FALSE>]
There is no corresponding CPF construct. The default value in 1801 is ‘TRUE’,
which is consistent with default CPF isolation rule semantics, where isolation
rules only apply to a crossing where the driver and receiver belong to different
power domains. The value ‘FALSE’ is considered non-interoperable.

5.2 set_isolation_control isolation_name
The more flexible command set_isolation (5.1) should be used for
interoperability.
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5.3 map_isolation_cell isolation_name
This command describes implementation instructions, and corresponds to the
CPF command:
update_isolation_rules

5.3.1 -domain domain_name
This argument combined with the isolation strategy name corresponds to the
isolation rule in CPF. The corresponding CPF argument is
-names

5.3.2 [-elements element_list]
There is no corresponding CPF construct. It is considered a non-interoperable
argument since CPF can only give a single implementation instruction to all
elements of a strategy.

5.3.3 [-lib_cells lib_cell_list]
This argument corresponds to the CPF update_isolation_rules command
argument.
-cells

5.3.4 [-lib_cell_type lib_cell_type]
This argument is not supported in 1801.

5.3.5 [-lib_model_name name {-port port_name net_ref}*]
There is no corresponding CPF construct. It is considered a non- interoperable
argument.
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6 Level Shifter
6.1 set_level_shifter level_shifter_name
This command corresponds to the CPF commands:
create_level_shifter_rule
update_level_shifter_rules

6.1.1 -domain domain_name
There is no direct mapping of this argument in CPF. However, the purpose of this
argument is to specify the targeted ports for level shifter insertion. The identified
targets can be described in CPF using one or a combination of the following
create_level_shifter_rule command arguments:
-from
-to
-pins

6.1.2

[-elements element_list]

This argument corresponds to the CPF create_level_shifter_rule
command argument:
-pins

6.1.3 [-no_shift]
CPF semantics are that level shifter logic is inferred if and only if there is some
level shifter rule applicable to a domain crossing. There is no direct mapping of
this argument in CPF. If a target port or crossing has only a level shifter strategy
specified with –no_shift, the corresponding CPF shall not include this port or
crossing in any level shifter rule. If a target port or crossing is covered by both of
a level shifter strategy specified with –no_shift and a level shifter strategy
specified without –no_shift, the corresponding CPF shall have those targets
described in –exclude for the corresponding level shifter rule
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6.1.4

[-threshold value | list]

There is no direct or indirect mapping of this argument in CPF.

6.1.5 [-force_shift]
An 1801 level shifter strategy with this argument will simply be considered a level
shifter rule in CPF, since each CPF level shifter rule always infers level shifter
logic.

6.1.6

[-source domain_name] [-sink domain_name]

These arguments correspond to the CPF create_level_shifter_rule
command arguments as follows:
-source corresponds to -from
-sink corresponds to -to

6.1.7 [-applies_to <inputs | outputs | both>]
There is no direct mapping of this argument in CPF. However, the purpose of this
argument is to specify the targeted ports for level shifter insertion. The identified
targets can be described in CPF using one or a combination of the following
create_level_shifter_rule command arguments:
-from
-to
-pins

6.1.8

[-rule <low_to_high | high_to_low | both>]

There is no direct mapping of this argument in CPF. However, the purpose of this
argument is to filter out the targeted ports for level shifter insertion. The identified
targets that require level shifter insertion can be described in CPF using one or a
combination of the following create_level_shifter_rule command
arguments:
-from
-to
-pins
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6.1.9 [-location <self | parent | sibling | fanout |
automatic>]
This argument corresponds to one of either of the following CPF
update_level_shifter_rules command arguments:
–location
–within_hierarchy
Table 7 shows a mapping of 1801 -location value to CPF 1.1 arguments:
Table 7 1801 -location value mapping
1801

CPF
from, if the domain in –domain contains the
driving logic for the applied crossing

self

to, if the domain in –domain contains the
receiving logic for the applied crossing
fanout

to

parent

Use –within_hierarchy to specify the logic
hierarchy that matches the ‘parent’
specification in 1801

Because there are no corresponding CPF location values for ‘sibling’ and
‘automatic’, they are considered non-interoperable.

6.1.10

[-name_prefix string]

This argument corresponds to the CPF update_level_shifter_rules
command argument:
-prefix

6.1.11

[-name_suffix string]

There is no corresponding construct in CPF. It is considered a non-interoperable
argument.
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6.1.12 [-input_supply_set supply_set_name]
There is no corresponding argument in CPF. This argument defines the supply
set used to power the input portion of the level shifter. This information
•

is built-in with the level shifter rule semantics in CPF

•

can also be converted into the CPF command
create_global_connection
to specify explicitly the power and ground nets needed to be connected to
the input side of the power and ground pins of the level shifter cells.

6.1.13 [-output_supply_set supply_set_name]
There is no corresponding argument in CPF. This argument defines the supply
set used to power the output portion of the level shifter. This information
•

is built-in with the level shifter rule semantics in CPF

•

can also be converted into the CPF command
create_global_connection
to specify explicitly the power and ground nets needed to be connected to
the output side of the power and ground pins of the level shifter cells.

6.1.14 [-internal_supply_set supply_set_name]
There is no corresponding argument in CPF. It is considered a non-interoperable
argument.

6.1.15 [-instance {{instance_name port_name}*}]
This argument is used for power aware simulation of existing level shifter logic in
HDL. There are no corresponding CPF constructs. To facilitate interoperability,
the cell must be defined with either the
•

needed level shifter cell and pin attributes in Liberty, or

•

define_level_shifter_cell command in CPF.
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6.2 map_level_shifter_cell
level_shifter_strategy
This command describes implementation instructions, and corresponds to the
CPF command:
update_level_shifter_rules

6.2.1 -domain domain_name
This argument combined with the level shifter strategy name corresponds to the
level shifter rule in CPF. The corresponding CPF argument is
-names

6.2.2 -lib_cells list
This argument corresponds to the CPF argument:
-cells

6.2.3 [-elements element_list]
There are no corresponding CPF constructs. This is considered noninteroperable since CPF can only give a single implementation instruction to all
elements of a strategy.
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7 Power Switch
7.1 create_power_switch switch_name
This command corresponds to the CPF commands:
create_power_switch_rule
update_power_switch_rule

7.1.1 -output_supply_port {port_name [supply_net_name]}
This argument specifies the output supply net to be connected to the port of the
switch. The corresponding CPF create_power_switch_rule argument is:
–domain domain_name
In CPF, the primary power or ground net of the domain domain_name in
create_power_switch_rule corresponds to the supply net
supply_net_name. The port_name corresponds to the power switch output
supply pin name in the CPF define_power_switch_cell command.

7.1.2 {-input_supply_port {port_name
[supply_net_name]}}*
This argument specifies the input supply net to be connected to the port of the
switch. The corresponding CPF create_power_switch_rule argument is
one of:
–external_power_net
–external_ground_net
In CPF, the external power or external ground net specified in
create_power_switch_rule corresponds to the supply net
supply_net_name. The port_name corresponds to the power switch input
supply pin name in the CPF define_power_switch_cell command.
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For interoperability, each command should specify a single
-input_supply_port. If multiple nets are needed, multiple
create_power_switch commands can be used.

7.1.3 {-control_port {port_name [net_name]}}*
The corresponding CPF constructs are the control signals connected to a power
switch. In CPF there are two approaches.
By default, the switch enable control signal is derived from the
–shutoff_condition of the domain specified by –domain.
To override the default, either or both of these update_power_switch_rule
command arguments can be used:
–enable_condition_1
-enable_condition_2
For interoperability, the command should specify at most two –control_port
arguments. If two –control_port arguments are specified, the first one maps
to –enable_condition_1 and the second one maps to
–enable_condition_2.
To define a set of power switches connected in parallel for a switchable domain,
where each switch takes a different power gating enable signal, it is
recommended to use multiple create_power_switch commands, where each
command models one power switch instance.

7.1.4 -on_state {state_name input_supply_port
{boolean_function}}}*
The information specified here corresponds to the inversion of the
-shutoff_condition of the power domain controlled by this power switch in
CPF.

7.1.5 [-off_state {state_name {boolean_function}}]*
The information specified here corresponds to the -shutoff_condition of the
power domain controlled by this power switch in CPF.
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7.1.6

[-supply_set supply_set_name]

In 1801, the specified supply set powers the power switch and the acknowledge
logic of the switch. In CPF, this corresponds to the supply nets specified for the
base domain of the domain that is controlled by this switch strategy. If there is
only one –input_supply_port (7.1.2) argument, the input supply net must be
a supply net in the supply set.
However, it is not clear what the semantics are when there are multiple
–input_supply_port arguments specified for this switch strategy. In this
case, the argument is considered non-interoperable.

7.1.7

[-on_partial_state {state_name input_supply_port
{boolean_function}}]*

There is no corresponding CPF construct. However, the semantics of partial-on
in CPF is interpreted as power off, i.e. corruption semantics are implied.

7.1.8

[-ack_port {port_name net_name
[{boolean_function}]}]*

This corresponds to the CPF update_power_switch_rule command
arguments:
-acknowledge_receiver_1
-acknowledge_receiver_2
Since it is recommended to have at most two –control_port (7.1.3)
arguments for interoperability, the –ack_port can be specified only twice at
most. The first specification corresponds to the CPF argument
-acknowledge_receiver_1 and the second corresponds to
-acknowledge_receiver_2.

7.1.9

[-ack_delay {port_name delay}]*

This argument specifies a power up time for the given switch. There is no direct
CPF construct. However, by analyzing a power switch chain, the information can
be described using the CPF update_power_domain command arguments:
-transition_delay
-transition_cyles
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For interoperability, there can be at most two –ack_delay arguments specified.
When two are specified, the corresponding CPF transition delay is the sum of the
delay values specified in the two –ack_delay arguments.

7.1.10 [-error_state {state_name {boolean_function}}]*
There is no corresponding construct in CPF. However, the information can be
translated into assertions in HDL during simulation. It is considered a noninteroperable argument.

7.1.11 [-domain domain_name]
This argument specifies the scope to which the power switch strategy applies. It
can be used to reference a power switch strategy or a power switch instance that
is instantiated in the specified domain. There is no direct mapping of this
construct in CPF. However, ignoring this information has no impact on
verification and implementation.

7.2 set_power_switch switch_name
This command is similar to the create_power_switch (7.1) command in
terms of power intent specification. Unlike create_power_switch, this
command extends an HDL instance by adding the input supply port(s), output
supply port(s), and states to the switch. The supply ports are connected to the
specified nets.
This command corresponds to the CPF commands:
create_power_switch_rule
update_power_switch_rule

7.2.1 -output_supply_port {port_name [supply_net_name]}
This argument specifies the output supply net to be connected to the port of the
switch.
The corresponding CPF create_power_switch_rule argument is:
–domain domain_name
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In CPF, the primary power or ground net of the domain domain_name in
create_power_switch_rule corresponds to the supply net
supply_net_name. The port_name corresponds to the power switch output
supply pin name in the CPF define_power_switch_cell command.

7.2.2 {-input_supply_port {port_name
[supply_net_name]}}*
This argument specifies the input supply net to be connected to the port of the
switch.
The corresponding CPF create_power_switch_rule argument is:
–external_power_net–external_ground_net
In CPF, the external power or external ground net specified in
create_power_switch_rule corresponds to the supply net
supply_net_name. The port_name corresponds to the power switch input
supply pin name in the CPF define_power_switch_cell command.
For interoperability, each command should specify a single
-input_supply_port. If multiple nets are needed, multiple
set_power_switch commands can be used.

7.2.3 {-control_port {port_name}}*
The corresponding CPF constructs are the control signals connected to a power
switch. In CPF there are two approaches.
By default, the switch enable control signal is derived from the
–shutoff_condition of the domain specified by –domain.
To override the default, either or both of these update_power_switch_rule
command arguments can be used:
–enable_condition_1
-enable_condition_2
For interoperability, there should be at most two –control_port arguments
specified by the command. If two –control_port arguments are specified, the
first one maps to –enable_condition_1 and the second one maps to
–enable_condition_1.
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7.2.4 {-on_state {state_name input_supply_port
{boolean_function}}}*
The information specified here corresponds to the inversion of the
-shutoff_condition of the power domain controlled by this power switch in
CPF.

7.2.5

[-supply_set supply_set_name]

In 1801, the specified supply set powers the power switch and the acknowledge
logic of the switch. In CPF, this corresponds to the supply nets specified for the
base domain of the domain that is controlled by this switch strategy. If there is
only one –input_supply_port (7.2.2) argument, the input supply net must be
a supply net in the supply set.
However, it is not clear what the semantics are when there are multiple
–input_supply_port arguments specified for this switch strategy. In this
case, the argument is considered non-interoperable.

7.2.6 [-on_partial_state {state_name input_supply_port
{boolean_function}}]*
There is no corresponding CPF construct. However, the semantics of partial on
in CPF are interpreted as power off, i.e. corruption semantics are implied.

7.2.7 [-off_state {state_name {boolean_function}}]*
The information specified here corresponds to the -shutoff_condition of the
power domain controlled by this power switch in CPF.

7.2.8 [-error_state {state_name {boolean_function}}]*
There is no corresponding construct in CPF. However, the information can be
translated into assertions in HDL during simulation. It is considered a noninteroperable argument.

7.3 map_power_switch {switch_name}
This command corresponds to the CPF commands:
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create_power_switch_rule
update_power_switch_rule

7.3.1 -domain domain_name
Per 1801, this argument has no semantics and is ignored

7.3.2 -lib_cells {list}
This argument corresponds to the CPF update_power_switch_rule
command argument:
-cells

7.3.3 [-port_map {{mapped_model_port
switch_port_or_supply_net_ref}*}]
This command creates a mapping between a power switch cell pin to a port in
the abstract power switch model created by either the create_power_switch
(7.1) or the set_power_switch (7.2) command.
The same mapping is achieved in CPF by extracting the semantics of each cell
pin from the
•

define_power_switch_cell CPF command, or

•

Liberty definition of the power switch cell.

For interoperability with CPF, the power switch cell must be properly defined by
either of these methods.
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8 Miscellaneous
8.1 bind_checker
There is no corresponding CPF command. It is considered part of the noninteroperable subset of 1801. To facilitate interoperability between CPF and
1801, this command should be avoided. The same information can be included in
the HDL model to be used by simulation tools to perform verification tasks.

8.2 connect_logic_net net_name –ports
port_list
The equivalent CPF command and argument usage is
create_global_connection –net net_name –pins port_list.

8.3 create_logic_port
In 1801, this command is used to create a logic port of an IP block for the
purpose of low power control signals such as power switch enable or isolation
enable. In CPF, the concept is referred to as a virtual port, which can be declared
using the CPF command and argument combination
set_design –ports
If the -direction argument specifies either 'out' or ‘inout', the command is
considered non-interoperable.

8.4 create_hdl2upf_vct
There is no corresponding CPF command. It is considered part of the noninteroperable set of 1801.
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However, for simulation tools that support CPF, the default Value Conversion
Tables defined in 1801 (Annex C) 3 should be used for converting HDL logic
values into the state values defined in create_nominal_condition. 4

8.5 create_upf2hdl_vct
There is no corresponding CPF command. It is considered part of the noninteroperable set of 1801.
However, for simulation tools that support CPF, the default Value Conversion
Tables defined in 1801 (Annex C)3 should be used for converting HDL logic
values into the state values defined in create_nominal_condition4.

8.6 load_simstate_behavior
This is a command to load in a file containing one or more
set_sim_state_behavior commands.

8.7 load_upf upf_file_name
If the –scope argument is omitted, this command is equivalent to the CPF
command
include file_name

8.7.1 –scope instance_name
When this argument is used, the command is equivalent to the following
sequence of CPF commands:
set_instance instance_name

3

IEEE Std 1801-2009, p. 207.

4

Si2 Common Power Format Specification Version 1.1, p. 109
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include

file_name

8.7.2 -version string
This is not a power intent argument. It specifies the version of the files to be
loaded.

8.8 load_upf_protected
This is not a power intent command by itself. It should be handled the same as
load_upf (8.7) except for the handling of global and local variables, which
should be handled according to the semantics of the –hide_globals and –
params arguments of this command. A general Tcl proc that implements this
functionality can be found in Annex D 5 of the 1801 document.

8.9 name_format
8.9.1 –isolation_prefix
To specify a name prefix for isolation logic, the new and more flexible command
and argument combination of set_isolation –name_prefix (5.1.13) is
recommended for interoperability.

8.9.2 –isolation_suffix
There is no corresponding CPF construct. It is considered part of the noninteroperable subset of 1801.

5

IEEE Std 1801-2009, p. 211.
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8.9.3 –level_shift_prefix
To specify a name prefix for level shifter logic, the new and more flexible
command and argument combination of set_level_shifter –name_prefix
(6.1.10) is recommended for interoperability.

8.9.4 –level_shift_suffix
There is no corresponding CPF construct. It is considered part of the noninteroperable set of 1801.

8.9.5 –implicit_supply_suffix
There is no corresponding CPF construct. It is considered part of the noninteroperable set of 1801.

8.9.6

–implicit_logic_prefix

There is no corresponding CPF construct. It is considered part of the noninteroperable set of 1801.

8.9.7 –implicit_logic_suffix
There is no corresponding CPF construct. It is considered part of the noninteroperable set of 1801.

8.10 set_design_attributes
Most power intent related design attributes can be converted into corresponding
1801 commands, as illustrated in “Table 1-Attribute and command
correspondence”, section 4.6 of the 1801 specification 6 . See the corresponding
1801 command descriptions for interoperability analysis.

6

IEEE Std 1801-2009, p. 20.
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The purpose of design attribute UPF_is_leaf_cell is to prevent the search of
design objects going below the cell level. Even though there is no corresponding
specification in CPF, the semantics of this attribute can be fully interpreted and
used when creating a corresponding CPF file

8.11 set_design_top root
This command corresponds to the CPF command:
set_design

8.12 set_scope instance
This command corresponds to the CPF command:
set_instance

8.13 set_partial_on_translation
By default, CPF treats PARTIAL_ON the same as OFF, which is the same default
semantics as 1801. It is non-interoperable if the command specifies that
PARTIAL_ON is to be treated as FULL_ON.

8.14 set_pin_related_supply
This command corresponds to the CPF command
define_related_power_pin
The argument mapping is shown in Table 8.
Table 8 1801-CPF Argument Mapping
1801

CPF

set_pin_related_supply

define_related_power_pin

library_cell

-cells
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-pins

-data_pins

-related_power_pin

-power

-related_ground_pin

-ground

8.15 set_port_attributes
There is no direct correspondence of this command to any particular CPF
command. Most of the port attributes are used by other 1801 commands for
specific operations, such as set_isolation and connect_supply_set,
according to the semantics of each argument described in the 1801 document.
Arguments requiring special attention are detailed below.

8.15.1 -related_power_port /
-related_ground_port
These arguments can be converted into the 1801 command
set_pin_related_supply.

8.15.2 -driver_supply / -receiver_supply
These arguments specify the expected driving and receiving supply set of a toplevel module’s input and output ports respectively. The corresponding command
and argument combination in CPF is
create_power_domain –boundary_ports

8.15.3 -repeater_supply
This argument has no corresponding 1801 command and is not used by any
other 1801 command. It is considered non-interoperable.

8.16 set_sim_state_behavior
There is no corresponding CPF command. It is considered part of the noninteroperable set of 1801.
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8.17 upf_version
This command corresponds to the CPF command
set_cpf_version

8.18 use_interface_cell
interface_implementation_name
This command provides functionality similar to that of the 1801 commands
map_isolation_cell (5.3) and map_level_shifter_cell (6.2).

8.18.1 -strategy
list_of_isolation_level_shifter_strategies
See map_isolation_cell (5.3) or map_level_shifter_cell (5.3).

8.18.2 -domain domain_name
See the –domain argument of map_isolation_cell (5.3.1) or
map_level_shifter_cell (6.2.1).

8.18.3 -lib_cells lib_cell_lists
See the –lib_cells argument of map_isolation_cell (5.3.3) or
map_level_shifter_cell (6.2.2).

8.18.4 [-map {{port net_ref}*}]
This argument specifies the net to be connected to the specified port, and can be
mapped into the CPF command
create_global_connection
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8.18.5 [-elements element_list]
There are no corresponding CPF constructs. This is considered a noninteroperable option since CPF can only give a single implementation instruction
to all elements of a strategy.

8.18.6

[-exclude_elements exclude_list]

There are no corresponding CPF constructs. This is considered a noninteroperable option since CPF can only give a single implementation instruction
to all elements of a strategy.

8.18.7 [-applies_to_clamp <0 | 1 | any | Z | latch |
value>]
There are no corresponding CPF constructs. This is considered a noninteroperable option since CPF can only give a single implementation instruction
to all elements of a strategy.

8.18.8 [-update_any <0 | 1 | known | Z | latch |
value>]
This argument is used to update the ‘any’ value specified in the strategy. The
information for the specified strategy can be updated accordingly. See
–clamp_value (5.1.15) and –applies_to_clamp (5.1.5) in the 1801
set_isolation command.

8.18.9 [-force_function]
There is no corresponding CPF construct. This argument is considered noninteroperable.

8.18.10 [-inverter_supply_set list]
By default, CPF requires that the same supply nets of the driving domain of the
enable signal shall be used for the inverters or buffers on the isolation enable
nets. It is interoperable if the argument specifies only one value and the specified
supply set is the supply set for the driving logic of the isolation enable.
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Appendix A
Interoperability Tables
Font color is used to visually denote commands and arguments of limited
interoperability, as shown in Table 9.
Table 9 Color Coding
Color

Meaning

Blue

command is not recommended because there is a
similar, more interoperable command

Orange

command or argument is partially interoperable

Red

command or argument is non-interoperable

Table 10 lists 1801 commands that are not recommended alongside their more
interoperable counterparts.
Table 10 1801 Command Selection for Improved Interoperability
Not Recommended
set_domain_supply_net

Recommended
associate_supply_set
create_supply_set

connect_supply_net

connect_supply_set

add_port_state

add_power_state

create_pst

add_power_state

add_pst_state

add_power_state

set_isolation_control

set_isolation
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The remaining tables summarize the mapping between 1801 and CPF
commands and arguments.
In some cases, a direct mapping is not possible, yet the power intent can be
inferred from usage. Because the tables are a general summary only, these
types of details are not included in them.
If an 1801 command maps to more than one CPF command, then each 1801
argument specifies which command is appropriate for that argument (e.g.
create_power_domain). Otherwise, the corresponding CPF command is
specified only in the table entry for the 1801 command (e.g.
connect_supply_set).
Please refer to the command and argument descriptions in the appropriate
chapters for complete information regarding each table entry.
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Table 11 Power Domain Interoperability
1801
Command

Arguments

add_domain_elements
-elements
associate_supply_set
-handle
connect_supply_net
-cells
-domain
-pg_type
-pins
-ports
-rail_connection
-vct
connect_supply_set

CPF Command
Mapping
create_power_domain

–instances
fully converted into CPF constructs depending upon the
supply_set_ref
create_global_connection
-instance
-pins
-domain
See
connect_supply_set -connect
-pins
-pins

create_global_connection

-connect
-elements
-exclude_elements
-transitive
create_composite_domain (same scope)
create_composite_domain (multi-scope)
-subdomains

create_power_domain
set_instance

–update
create_power_domain
update_power_domain

-define_func_type
-elements

create_power_domain

-exclude_elements

create_power_domain

-include_scope
–scope
-simulation_only

create_power_domain

-supply

update_power_domain

-update
create_supply_set
-function func_name
-reference_ground
-update
set_domain_supply_net

no direct mapping, but library can be
can analyzed to select pg_type pins
-pins
-instances
translated by combining the
information in –elements
translated by combining the
information in –elements and
–exclude_elements
must encompass all subdomains
-domain_mapping
converted to the primary supply nets
of the merged top-level power
domain
info is part of complete command

-supply

create_power_domain

CPF
Argument Mapping

See 1801 connect_supply_set
-instances
Must explicitly assign excluded
elements to another domain

-default

–primary_power_net
-primary_ground_net
-pmos_bias_net
-nmos_bias_net
interpreted during CPF conversion
encapsulated by CPF power domain concept
-primary_power_net
-primary_ground_net
update_power_domain
-nmos_bias_net
-pmos_bias_net
interpreted during CPF conversion
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Table 12 Power States / Modes Interoperability
1801
Command

Arguments

add_port_state

CPF Command Mapping

CPF Argument Mapping

create_nominal_condition

-state

add_power_state

-legal|-illegal
-logic_expr
-simstate
-state
-supply_expr
-update

-voltage
-ground_voltage
-pmos_bias_voltage
-nmos_bias_voltage
-state
create_nominal_condition
create_power_mode
assert_illegal_domain_configurations
create_power_domain
power mode control groups
assert_illegal_domain_configurations
-active_state_conditions
create_power_domain
-shutoff_condition
create_nominal_condition
-state
create_power_mode
-name
-voltage
-ground_voltage
create_nominal_condition
-pmos_bias_voltage
-nmos_bias_voltage
interpreted during CPF conversion

add_pst_state
-pst
-state
create_pst
-supplies
describe_state_transition

refers to a previously created PST template
create_power_mode
-domain_conditions
create_power_mode
-domain_conditions
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Table 13 State Retention Interoperability
1801
Command

Arguments

map_retention_cell
-domain
-elements
-exclude_elements
-lib_cell_type
-lib_cells
-lib_model_name

CPF Command mapping

CPF Argument Mapping

update_state_retention_rules
-name

-cell_type
-cells

-domain

create_state_retention_rule
update_state_retention_rules
create_state_retention_rule

-domain

-elements

create_state_retention_rule

-instances

-exclude_elements

create_state_retention_rule

-exclude

-instance

define_state_retention_cell
converted by excluding from any
retention rule specification

set_retention

-no_retention

CPF matches default settings

-parameters
-restore_condition

create_state_retention_rule

-restore_signal

create_state_retention_rule

-restore_precondition
-restore_edge
-restore_level

-retention_condition
-retention_ground_net
-retention_power_net
-retention_supply_set

create_state_retention_rule

-save_condition

create_state_retention_rule

-save_signal

create_state_retention_rule

-transitive
-update

–secondary_doamain

-save_precondition
–save_edge
-save_level
intent can be derived from
combination of information
create_state_retention_rule
defined with –elements
and –exclude_elements
interpreted when creating corresponding CPF

-use_retention_as_primary
set_retention_control
set_retention_elements
-applies_to
-elements
-exclude_elements
-retention_purpose

-transitive

create_state_retention_rule
-instances
-exclude
-instances
-exclude
all instances specified in CPF
are optional
intent can be derived from
combination of information
defined with –elements
and –exclude_elements
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Table 14 Isolation Interoperability
1801
Command

Arguments

map_isolation_cell
-domain
-elements
-lib_cells
-lib_cell_type
-lib_model_name

CPF Command
mapping

CPF Argument Mapping

update_isolation_rules
-name
-cells

create_isolation_rule
update_isolation_rules

set_isolation
-applies_to

create_isolation_rule

-applies_to_clamp

create_isolation_rule

-applies_to_sink_off_clamp

create_isolation_rule

-applies_to_source_off_clamp

create_isolation_rule

-clamp_value
-diff_supply_only

create_isolation_rule
interoperable if value is TRUE

-domain

create_isolation_rule

-elements
-force_isolation
-instance
-isolation_ground_net
-isolation_power_net
-isolation_signal &&
-isolation_sense
-isolation_supply_set

create_isolation_rule
create_isolation_rule
define_isolation_cell

-location

update_isolation_rules

-name_prefix
-name_suffix
-no_isolation
-sink

update_isolation_rules

-sink_off_clamp

create_isolation_rule

-source_off_clamp

create_isolation_rule

-source
set_isolation_control

-to
-from
-pins
-pins
-pins
-isolation_target to
-pins
-isolation_target from
–isolation_output
-from
-to
-pins
-pins

create_isolation_rule

-isolation_condition

create_isolation_rule

-secondary_domain
–location
–within_hierarchy
-prefix

create_isolation_rule
create_isolation_rule

create_isolation_rule

-exclude
-to
–isolation_output
-isolation_target to
–isolation_output
-isolation_target from
-from
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Table 15 Level Shifter Interoperability
1801
Command

Arguments

map_level_shifter_cell
-domain
-elements
-lib_cells
set_level_shifter

CPF Command Mapping
update_level_shifter_rules

-name
-cells
create_level_shifter_rule
update_level_shifter_rules

-applies_to

create_level_shifter_rule

-domain

create_level_shifter_rule

-elements

create_level_shifter_rule

-force_shift

-input_supply_set
-instance
-internal_supply_set

create_level_shifter_rule

-from
-to
-pins
-from
-to
-pins
-pins
An 1801 level shifter strategy
with this argument will
convert to a level shifter rule
in CPF

create_level_shifter_rule
create_global_connection
define_level_shifter_cell

-location

update_level_shifter_rules

-name_prefix
-name_suffix
-no_shift

update_level_shifter_rules

-output_supply_set

CPF Argument
Mapping

create_level_shifter_rule
create_level_shifter_rule
create_global_connection

-rule

create_level_shifter_rule

-sink
-source
-threshold

create_level_shifter_rule
create_level_shifter_rule

–location
–within_hierarchy
-prefix
-exclude

-from
-to
-pins
-to
-from
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Table 16 Power Switch Interoperability
1801
Command

Arguments

CPF Command Mapping

CPF Argument Mapping

create_power_switch_rule
update_power_switch_rule

map_power_switch
-domain
-lib_cells
-port_map
create_power_switch

update_power_switch_rule
can be defined in Liberty or in
define_power_switch
create_power_switch_rule
update_power_switch_rule

-ack_delay

update_power_switch_rule

-ack_port

update_power_switch_rule

-control_port

update_power_switch_rule

-domain
-error_state
-input_supply_port

create_power_switch_rule

-off_state
-on_partial_state
-on_state
-output_supply_port

create_power_switch_rule

-supply_set

argument is ignored
-cells

-transition_delay
-transition_cyles
-acknowledge_receiver_1
-acknowledge_receiver_2
–enable_condition_1
-enable_condition_2
or derived from the
-shutoff_condition of the
specified domain
can be coded as HDL assertions
–external_power_net
–external_ground_net
the -shutoff_condition of the
domain controlled by this switch
interpreted as power off
an inversion of the
-shutoff_condition of the
domain controlled by this switch
-domain
may be the same as the supply
nets specified for the base domain
of the domain controlled by this
switch strategy

create_power_switch_rule
update_power_switch_rule

set_power_switch

-control_port

update_power_switch_rule

-error_state
-input_supply_port

create_power_switch_rule

-off_state
-on_partial_state
-on_state
-output_supply_port
-supply_set

create_power_switch_rule

–enable_condition_1
-enable_condition_2
or derived from the
-shutoff_condition of the
specified domain
can be coded as HDL assertions
–external_power_net
–external_ground_net
the -shutoff_condition of the
domain controlled bv this switch
interpreted as power off
an inversion of the
-shutoff_condition of the
domain controlled by this switch
-domain
may be the same as the supply
nets specified for the base domain
of the domain controlled by this
switch strategy
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Table 17 Miscellaneous Commands Interoperability
1801
Command

Arguments

bind_checker
connect_logic_net
create_logic_port
create_hdl2upf_vct
create_upf2hdl_vct
load_simstate_behavior
load_upf
-scope

CPF Argument
Mapping

CPF Command Mapping
create_global_connection
set_design -ports

include (if –scope is not specified)
set_instance
include

-version
load_upf_protected

See load_upf; Globals and local variables handled according
to –hide_globals and –params semantics

name_format
-isolation_prefix
-isolation_suffix
-level_shift_prefix
-level_shift_suffix
-implicit_supply_suffix
-implicit_logic_previx
-implicit_logic_suffix
set_design_attributes
set_design_top
set_scope
set_partial_on_translation
set_pin_related_supply
library_cell
-pins
-related_power_pin
-related_ground_pin
set_port_attributes
-related_power_port
-related_ground_port
-driver_supply
-receiver_supply
-repeater_supply
all other attributes
set_sim_state_behavior
upf_version
use_interface_cell

these attributes are first converted into other 1801 commands
set_design
set_instance
define_related_power_pins
-cells
-data_pins
-power
-ground
convert to 1801 set_pin_related_supply command
create_power_domain

-boundary_ports

used as attributes by other 1801 commands and converted to
CPF accordingly
set_cpf_version
See 1801 map_isolation_cell or
map_level_shifter_cell

-applies_to_clamp
-domain
-elements
-exclude_elements
-force_function
-inverter_supply_set
-lib_cells
-map
-strategy
-update_any

See 1801 map_isolation_cell or
map_level_shifter_cell -domain

a single supply set supplies the driving logic of isolation enable
See 1801 map_isolation_cell or
map_level_shifter_cell –lib_cells
create_global_connection
See 1801 map_isolation_cell or
map_level_shifter_cell
See 1801 set_isolation –clamp_values and
–applies_to_clamp
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